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DIRECT TESTIMONY OF BERTHA R. VILLATORO

1

I.

INTRODUCTION

2

Q.

Please state your name and business address.

3

My name is Bertha R. Villatoro. My business address is 1111 Louisiana Street,

4

Houston, Texas, 77002.

5
6

Q.

By whom are you employed?

7

I am employed by CenterPoint Energy Service Company, LLC (“Service Company”),

8

a wholly-owned subsidiary of CenterPoint Energy, Inc. (“CenterPoint”). The Service

9

Company provides centralized support services to CenterPoint’s operating units,

10

which includes Vectren Corporation (“Vectren”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of

11

CenterPoint.

12
13

Q.

On whose behalf are you testifying in this proceeding?

14

I am testifying on behalf of Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company d/b/a Vectren

15

Energy Delivery of Indiana, Inc. (“Petitioner”, “Vectren South” or “the Company”),

16

which is a subsidiary of Vectren.

17
18

Q.

What is your role with respect to Petitioner Vectren South?

19

I am Director, Compensation for the Service Company, which, as explained above,

20

provides centralized support services to Vectren, which is the parent company for

21

Petitioner as well as two other utility subsidiaries of Vectren – Indiana Gas Company,

22

Inc. d/b/a Vectren Energy Delivery of Indiana, Inc. (“Vectren North”) and Vectren

23

Energy Delivery of Ohio, Inc. (“Vectren Ohio”).
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1

Q.

Please describe your educational background.

2

In 2005, I graduated from Texas A&M University with a Bachelor of Science degree in

3

Business Administration. I received an MBA from Rice University in 2013. I currently

4

hold the following certifications: Certified Compensation Professional, Professional in

5

Human Resources and Society for Human Resource Management Certified

6

Professional.

7
8

Q.

Please describe your professional experience.

9

My professional experience has been in human resource (“HR”) management,

10

specializing in employee compensation program design and administration. I also

11

have experience in other areas, including employee relations, equal employment and

12

affirmative action compliance and employee recognition.

13
14

Q.

What are your present duties and responsibilities as Director, Compensation?

15

In my current role, I provide leadership in the design and administration of

16

compensation programs for all CenterPoint employees, including those who serve

17

customers of Vectren South. I also work closely with the Director of Benefits to provide

18

an effective total compensation and benefits program for CenterPoint.

19
20

Q.

Have you ever testified before any state regulatory commission?

21

Yes. I have testified before the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission on behalf of

22

CenterPoint Energy Resources Corp. d/b/a CenterPoint Energy Minnesota in Docket

23

Number G-008/GR-19-524. I have also testified before the Railroad Commission of

24

Texas on behalf of CenterPoint Energy Resources Corp. d/b/a CenterPoint Energy

25

Entex and CenterPoint Energy Texas Gas in GUD No. 10920.
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1

Q.

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

2

I will support the compensation and benefits provided to Company employees and

3

executives and provide information on the basis for CenterPoint’s compensation and

4

benefits decisions. As I will detail below, CenterPoint’s compensation and benefits are

5

targeted to the median of the market and are necessary to recruit and engage a

6

qualified workforce. Maintenance of a qualified workforce furthers the Company’s goal

7

of providing safe, reliable and cost-effective service to Vectren South customers.

8
9

Q.

Are you sponsoring any attachments in this proceeding?

10

Yes. I am sponsoring the following attachments in this proceeding:

11



12
13

Projections;


14
15

Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-2, Market Compensation Survey Data
Compared to CenterPoint - CONFIDENTIAL;



16
17

Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-1, CenterPoint Retirement

Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-3, CenterPoint 2019 Short-term
Incentive Plan;



18

Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-4, 2019 STI Plan Goal Results Union;

19



Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-5, 2019 STI Plan Goal Results;

20



Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-6, FWC 2019 Top 250;

21



Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-7, LTI Grant Goals Cycles 2018-2020;

22



Petitioner’s

23

Exhibit

CONFIDENTIAL.

No.

9,

Attachment

BRV-8,

Meridian

Analysis

-
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1

Q.

2

Were these attachments prepared by you or under your supervision?
Yes, they were.

3
4

Q.

Where are the total pay and benefit costs that the Company seeks to recover?

5

A.

Total pay and benefit costs are reflected in Petitioner's Exhibit No. 18, Workpaper C-

6

1.1a (WPC-1.1a), sponsored by Petitioner’s Witnesses Angie M. Bell and Ryan D.

7

Moore.

8
9
10

II.

COMPENSATION

12

Q.

What is CenterPoint’s compensation philosophy?

13

A.

CenterPoint’s compensation philosophy is to maintain the competitiveness of its

11

14

compensation plans and levels as measured from a “total compensation” perspective.

15

That is, CenterPoint HR staff measures the value of all the components that make up

16

employees’ total compensation and compares that value against competitor

17

companies to ensure that CenterPoint’s compensation plans and levels are sufficient

18

to recruit, retain and motivate the quality workforce and leadership needed to serve

19

customers.

20

percentile) of the market for total compensation represented by the companies

21

included in the market compensation surveys (also known as market compensation

22

studies) CenterPoint uses to assess the competitiveness of its compensation and

23

benefits. This philosophy is applied consistently across CenterPoint’s business units,

24

including the Company.

25

The objective of this approach is to approximate the median (50th
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1

Q.

What are the components of total compensation?

2

A.

The components of total compensation are base pay, short-term incentive (“STI”),

3

long-term incentive (“LTI”) and benefits.

4
5

Q.

6
7

What other terms will you be using in your testimony to describe different
aspects of total compensation?

A.

8

I will refer to base pay and STI together as “cash compensation.” I will refer to base
pay, STI and LTI together as “total pay.”

9
10

Q.

Is the Company’s total pay reasonable and prudent?

11

Yes. The pay levels the Company offers are reasonable and prudent when compared

12

to competitor companies because they are designed to target the median of the

13

market, and currently total pay is

14

Because the Company’s levels of compensation are always changing due to turnover,

15

retirements, and promotions, we use the term “target” in our approach to approximate

16

market compensation at any single point in time. If the Company’s compensation

17

levels fall within +/- 10% of the market median, the Company’s pay is considered

18

competitive. To maintain this competitive position, CenterPoint must continue to

19

provide competitive base pay levels, annual base pay increases and incentive

20

compensation opportunities. CenterPoint continues to offer all of these elements of

21

pay and targets its total pay to the market median in order to maintain its competitive

22

position and continue to attract, retain and motivate the necessary skilled workforce.

the median of the market.
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1

Q.

2
3

Are there any employment trends affecting the Company’s ability to attract and
maintain a qualified workforce?

A.

Yes. It is especially important to provide competitive compensation and benefits

4

because turnover in our industry is increasing as workers are aging. As of June 30,

5

2020, 26% of CenterPoint employees were eligible to retire and 37% will be eligible to

6

retire within the next five years.

7

employees were eligible to retire as of June 30, 2020 and 39% will be eligible to retire

8

within the next five years. See Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-1,

9

CenterPoint Retirement Projections.

Regarding the Company specifically, 25% of

10
11

Q.

How does CenterPoint ensure that employee pay is market-based?

12

A.

CenterPoint uses a process referred to as Market Pricing to determine the components

13

of its compensation program and the external value of total compensation to target for

14

its non-union employees. Market Pricing is a process of determining the compensation

15

amounts provided by other employers for jobs performing essentially the same duties

16

and requiring similar qualifications as employee positions at CenterPoint.

17

specifically, pay data is reported to participating companies via surveys based on a

18

process of matching jobs having similar core duties and qualifications. Depending on

19

the position being analyzed, the HR staff uses a variety of national, regional and local

20

survey data that is refreshed annually to monitor and determine market pay values.

21

Most jobs are matched to multiple surveys. Service Company HR staff members

22

analyze these multiple survey sources to determine various statistical pay values

23

represented by the survey data, including median, average, and percentile amounts.

24

The market-based values derived for base pay, STI, and LTI are then annually

25

compared by the HR staff to actual pay levels of CenterPoint employees to determine

More
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1

whether adjustments are needed to maintain a competitive position relative to pay

2

levels of other survey participants. For any individual employee, pay will be below, at

3

or above market rates depending on many factors such as compensation levels

4

necessary to hire qualified candidates, time in the job, experience, skills, and individual

5

performance.

6
7

Q.

8
9
10
11
12

What are some examples of the type of surveys used to monitor market-based
pay related to employees?

A.

Two different types of surveys that are used to monitor market-based pay related to
employees are:
(1) Industry specific surveys covering the natural gas distribution utility
segment, such as:

13

•American Gas Association Compensation Survey;

14

•EAP Data Information Solutions Energy Technical Craft Clerical

15

Survey;

16

•Willis Towers Watson Energy Services Middle Management,

17

Professional and Support Compensation Survey; and

18

•Willis Towers Watson Energy Services Executive Compensation

19

Survey.

20

(2)

General industry surveys, such as:

21

•Willis Towers Watson Houston Office and Clerical Salary Survey;

22

•Willis Towers Watson General Industry Middle Management,

23

Professional and Support Compensation Survey; and

24

•Willis Towers Watson General Industry Executive Compensation

25

Survey.
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1

CenterPoint relies on these types of surveys to establish pay ranges that represent

2

pay levels CenterPoint and the Company’s competitors provide for the positions

3

CenterPoint and the Company require, and to ensure that CenterPoint receives

4

objective data reflecting a broad representation of the market.

5
6

Q.

Is this same compensation philosophy applied to executive compensation?

7

A.

Yes. The same market forces exist with respect to recruiting and retaining executive

8

level employees. As such, CenterPoint uses the same market-based pay philosophy

9

for executives. All components of pay for executive positions are measured against

10

the same or similar positions at comparable companies. This analysis ensures that

11

our compensation is fully competitive and sufficient to recruit, retain and motivate the

12

executive talent necessary to plan and lead the operations of the Company.

13
14

Q.

What pay costs are included in the Company’s rate request in this case?

15

A.

As addressed in the testimony of Petitioner’s Witness Ryan Moore, the Company is

16

requesting recovery of the budgeted amounts for calendar year 2021 associated with

17

base pay, with estimated Competitive Pay Adjustment (“CPA”) for calendar year 2020

18

and 2021 from the base year of calendar year 2019, test year STI expenses at 100%

19

of target, and test year LTI expenses at 100% of target.

20
21
22

A.
Q.

23
24
25

Base Pay

How does the Company’s average base pay compare to the base pay of
competitor companies?

A.

Annually, the Company compares the median base pay levels reported in the market
surveys, to the base pay of its non-union employees with similar job responsibilities
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1

requiring comparable skills and experience.

2

indicated that the overall average CenterPoint base pay was

3

base pay of the surveyed companies

4

specifically, the average base pay was

5

See Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-2, Market Compensation Survey Data

6

Compared to CenterPoint - CONFIDENTIAL.

As of June 2020, this comparison
the market median

. Regarding the Company
market median

.

7
8

Q.

Does CenterPoint provide annual base pay increases?

9

A.

Yes. CenterPoint reviews the need and the overall budget percentage for annual base

10

pay increases every year and determines the appropriate base pay increases for non-

11

union employees, called CPA.

12
13

Q.

How is the annual CPA determined?

14

A.

Each year, HR staff reviews third-party surveys of competitive trends, turnover

15

statistics, negotiated labor agreements and market economic data to determine how

16

much of an increase is needed to maintain the competitiveness of non-union base pay.

17

Additionally, HR reviews pay increase budget surveys to monitor trends in the general

18

industry and utility segments of the market.

19

WorldatWork’s Salary Budget Survey for 2020/2021, the median increase budget

20

implemented and reported by survey organizations for 2020 was 3%. The same recent

21

3% budget trend was reported by employers with operations in the state of Indiana.

22

The survey also reported a 3% budget trend within the utility industry overall. The

23

report also indicated future salary increase projections for 2021 of 3%. CenterPoint

24

senior management takes into consideration HR’s review and recommendation, the

As reported in one such survey,
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1

financial ability to pay, employee turnover, and overall CenterPoint plans and related

2

expenses, among other factors, when determining the overall CPA.

3
4

Q.

How are individual CPA decisions administered?

5

A.

Market data obtained from surveys is used to determine the Market Reference Point

6

(“MRP”) for each type of non-union position. This data on market practices is used to

7

administer CPA decisions. In arriving at the CPA, HR develops compa-ratios from the

8

market surveys as an indication of the competitiveness of CenterPoint’s base pay

9

versus the survey median base pay reported. A compa-ratio is an expression of

10

employee base pay in relation to survey data. The compa-ratio is calculated by

11

dividing the CenterPoint base pay by the survey-derived MRP, expressed as a

12

percentage. The compa-ratios for non-union jobs are used in the administration and

13

allocation of pay increase budgets to achieve or maintain CenterPoint’s market-based

14

pay philosophy. The overall compa-ratio of non-union CenterPoint employees in 2020

15

for the Company, indicating that, even with

16

CenterPoint’s CPA, overall pay for CenterPoint employees was

17

Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-2, Market Compensation Survey Data

18

Compared to CenterPoint - CONFIDENTIAL.

the MRP. See

19
20

Q.

When do CPAs take effect?

21

A.

The CPAs are effective on April 1 each year for employees who are paid semi-monthly

22

and in March for employees who are paid bi-weekly.
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1

Q.

How are base pay increases determined for union employees?

2

A.

Union base pay increases are addressed in each union’s contract. Test year union

3

wages were determined by applying the union contract wage increases. The unions

4

and contract expiration dates are as follows:

5

•

6

Local Union 702 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (“Local
702”). The current contract runs through June 30, 2022.

7

•

Chauffeurs, Teamsters, Warehousemen and Helpers Local Union No. 135

8

(“Local 135”). The current contract runs through September 23, 2021.

9

The Local 702 and Local 135 union contracts have an annual increase of 3% and 2.5%

10

respectively for the duration of each contract.

11
12

Q.

Is a 3% annual base pay increase for non-union employees for 2021 reasonable?

13

A.

Yes. Base pay is the foundation of total pay. Base pay recognizes the job being

14

performed and how it is valued in the competitive job market. As noted previously,

15

CenterPoint uses a market-based approach to set pay levels. The annual CPA is part

16

of CenterPoint’s total compensation approach that ensures that pay is sufficient to

17

attract, retain and engage the talent necessary to provide safe, reliable and efficient

18

operations throughout the Company’s service territory.

19
20

B.

Incentive Compensation

21
22

Q.

Please generally describe the Company’s incentive compensation program.

23

A.

Generally, all employees who work for, or support, the Company are eligible to receive

24

incentive pay. This includes operations employees who maintain our distribution lines,

25

connect gas service to customer homes, inspect the Company’s system, read
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1

customers’ meters and employees who handle customer service calls. Employees

2

who further support the Company include billing processing agents and the employees

3

who provide safety and other operations-related training programs. CenterPoint

4

provides incentive compensation in the form of STI and LTI.

5
6
7

1.
Q.

8
9

Short-term Incentive Plan

Does the Company seek recovery of any portion of STI compensation in this
rate case?

A.

Yes. As discussed in the testimony of Petitioner’s Witness Ryan Moore, the Company

10

is proposing to recover short-term incentive pay based on 100% of the target level in

11

the test year.

12
13

Q.

Please describe how CenterPoint’s Short-term Incentive plan (“STI plan”) works.

14

A.

STI is the second component of CenterPoint’s market-based total compensation pay

15

philosophy. CenterPoint provides one common STI plan for the entire organization.

16

See Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9 Attachment BRV-3, CenterPoint 2019 Short-term

17

Incentive Plan, for a detailed description of the STI plan. The STI Plan provides the

18

opportunity for all employees to earn incentive pay based on the attainment of annual

19

goals. These goals include a balance of operational, safety and financial goals, which

20

function in an integrated manner to communicate what measures are important for

21

CenterPoint, including Vectren South, to continue to be successful. These goals

22

include customer satisfaction, safety, operation and maintenance expenditure

23

management, net income and earnings per share. In addition, to be eligible for STI

24

awards, employees must meet individual job performance expectations and goals.
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1

See Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-4, 2019 STI Plan Goal Results - Union,

2

for more details on union STI pay-out.

3
4

Together, the plan goals are designed to motivate employees to do their best to

5

contribute to the effective operation of CenterPoint and its business units including

6

Vectren South. The plan goals focus employee efforts in ways that help CenterPoint

7

and the Company to encourage employees to execute their job functions safely and

8

to strive for high levels of customer satisfaction. Additionally, the STI goals are

9

designed to maintain the financial health of CenterPoint and to encourage employees

10

to run a cost-efficient business, which ultimately benefits customers.

11
12

By providing incentive pay opportunities that are supported by market studies and

13

comparable to those an employee could find in other companies, CenterPoint is able

14

to assure its customers that experienced and capable employees will be on the job to

15

provide safe and reliable gas service.

16
17

Q.

Do the Company’s peers use plans similar to CenterPoint’s STI Plan?

18

A.

Yes.

Earlier in my testimony I referenced a 2020-2021 survey conducted by

19

WorldatWork. According to that survey, 84% of the 1,702 U.S. survey respondents,

20

including 92 utilities, indicated that they use variable pay or incentive plans. Further,

21

69% of those companies using variable pay use an incentive plan design like

22

CenterPoint’s plan, which is based on achieving both the organization’s goals and

23

individual performance.
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1

Q.

2
3

How does CenterPoint’s average total cash compensation compare to the total
cash compensation of competitor companies?

A.

As noted earlier in my testimony, cash compensation consists of base pay and STI.

4

As with base pay, CenterPoint compares the median total cash compensation levels

5

reported in market surveys to the average total cash compensation of its employees.

6

In 2020, this comparison indicated that the overall average CenterPoint total cash

7

compensation was

8

companies

9

total cash compensation was

the market median total cash compensation of the surveyed
. Regarding the Company specifically, the average
the market median

.

10
11

Q.

What does this mean from a total pay perspective?

12

A.

This means that if STI was not included, the Company’s total pay would be significantly

13

under the market median, especially given that the Company is already under the

14

market median when STI is included.

15
16

Q.

Does the Company’s STI compensation meet the standard for recovery

17

established by the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (“IURC” or

18

“Commission”)?

19

A.

Yes. The Company’s STI compensation is not a pure profit-sharing plan but instead

20

ties compensation levels to customer service and reliability as well as other goals. In

21

addition, the Company’s STI compensation does not cause compensation to exceed

22

the levels reasonably necessary for the Company to attract its workforce. Finally,

23

since the Company is requesting recovery of STI at target, shareholders are

24

responsible for any STI above target. These are the elements I understand the IURC
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1

Q.

2
3

How do the CenterPoint STI goals compare to the STI goals of peer utility
companies?

A.

CenterPoint’s STI goals are generally consistent with goals used by most of

4

CenterPoint’s peer utilities as demonstrated in the Meridian Compensation Partners

5

Incentive Plan Analysis (included as Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-8),

6

which are designed to benefit Company stakeholders such as customers,

7

communities, employees, and shareholders.

8
9

Q.

10
11

Do customers benefit from the inclusion of CenterPoint financial goals, in
addition to operational, customer service, and safety goals?

A.

Yes. The goals provide benefits to customers as well as shareholders. Customers

12

directly and materially benefit from the provision of STI awards to the Company’s

13

employees based on the attainment of financial goals because these goals encourage

14

expense management and operational efficiencies that benefit customers through

15

lower cost of service, safe and reliable operations, and enhanced customer service.

16

Petitioner’s Witness Richard C. Leger, provides testimony on the importance of the

17

Company’s overall financial health. The STI plan goals are designed to operate in an

18

integrated fashion furthering the interests of all stakeholders.

19
20

Q.

Do the incentive goals help minimize operations and maintenance expense?

21

A.

Yes. The inclusion of expense management goals in the employee total compensation

22

package fosters awareness at all levels that prudent spending practices are expected

23

and necessary. All managers and employees are reminded that their day-to-day

24

actions directly impact the Company’s bottom line and its ability to provide service at

25

a reasonable cost to customers.
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1

Q.

2
3

Does the Company’s STI compensation cause total pay to exceed levels
reasonably necessary for the Company to attract employees?

A.

No. As mentioned before, CenterPoint measures the value of total compensation

4

against peer companies to ensure that CenterPoint’s compensation as a whole is

5

sufficient to recruit, retain, and motivate each level of the workforce needed to serve

6

customers. As long as a utility’s total compensation is comparable to its peers and the

7

actual awards under such programs are not excessive, then these costs are as

8

justifiable in today’s labor market as is base pay. Even if viewed as a free-standing

9

component of pay, however, STI target levels for Company employees are market-

10

based and are consistent with similarly-situated employees in our peer companies and

11

with other companies with which the Company competes for talent.

12
13

Q.

If the amount paid out to the Company’s employees as STI is removed from the

14

total pay equation, how does the Company’s pay compare to that at peer

15

companies?

16

A.

If compensation paid as STI is not included, the Company’s total cash compensation

17

is below market when compared to our peers. If the Company stopped paying STI, it

18

would negatively impact the Company’s ability to attract and retain the employees it

19

needs to provide safe, and reliable natural gas distribution service.

20
21

Q.

What portion of STI compensation costs is borne by shareholders?

22

A.

Only the target level of STI compensation is included in the revenue requirement in

23

this case. Therefore, all STI compensation in excess of target is borne by

24

shareholders.
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1

Q.

What have been the STI plan achievement levels for the last five years?

2

A.

STI achievement levels for CenterPoint Energy for the last five years are as follows:

3

2015: 113%

4

2016: 112%

5

2017: 133%

6

2018: 131%

7

2019: 120%

8
9

Q.

10
11

Are the costs of STI the Company seeks to recover in this rate case necessary
and reasonable?

A.

Yes, and as I have described in this testimony, they meet the Commission’s standard

12

for recovery through rates. STI is a necessary and reasonable component of an

13

employee’s total compensation. Incentive compensation opportunities are prevalent

14

across industries. The STI design and plan goals are consistent with peer utilities and

15

other companies with which the Company competes for talent, and individual

16

employee rewards are based on objective performance expectations. In addition, the

17

STI plan pays out only when CenterPoint achieves the plan goals, which are linked to

18

creating benefits for key stakeholders, including customers. Moreover, STI amounts

19

paid in excess of target are borne by shareholders.

20
21
22
23

2.
Q.

Long-Term Incentive Plan

Does the Company seek recovery of any portion of LTI compensation in this rate
case?
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1

A.

Yes. As discussed in the testimony of Petitioner’s Witness Ryan Moore, the Company

2

is proposing to recover long-term incentive pay based on 100% of the target level in

3

the test year.

4
5

Q.

What is the purpose of the LTI Plan?

6

A.

The LTI Plan is the third component of CenterPoint’s total compensation pay

7

philosophy. Like STI, LTI opportunities and goals are based on market compensation

8

studies. LTI pay along with base pay and STI pay comprise the non-benefits portion

9

of the compensation package that CenterPoint offers employees, which is designed to

10

compensate employees at the median (or 50th percentile) of the market. As with STI,

11

LTI is essential for attracting, retaining and motivating plan participants, typically

12

CenterPoint executives and key employees who can influence the long-term

13

performance of CenterPoint. The LTI Plan is also designed to focus the efforts of

14

participants on sustained improvements in CenterPoint’s and the Company’s

15

performance over longer periods of time, typically three years. It is also designed to

16

retain participants over time to provide continuity of a qualified management team. In

17

this way, the LTI Plan is one tool the Company uses to retain experienced employees

18

who are necessary to ensure the safe, reliable and successful operations of the

19

Company.

20
21

Q.

Who is eligible to participate in the LTI plan?

22

A.

Employees who are Directors and Executives are eligible to participate in the LTI plan.

23

Key employees below the Director level may be nominated to receive an LTI grant in

24

any year.

25
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1

Q.

2
3

Is it necessary and appropriate for LTI to be offered as part of the total
compensation package?

A.

Yes. LTI pay is a nearly universal component of compensation for employees in

4

executive and key positions among investor owned utilities in today’s workplace. In

5

fact, Frederic W. Cook & Co., Inc.’s (“Cook”) November 2019 study titled “The 2019

6

Top 250 Report” demonstrates that LTI is a necessary and expected component of

7

executive and management compensation plans. This study includes 16 utility sector

8

companies. A copy of the Cook study is attached as Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9,

9

Attachment BRV-6, FWC 2019 Top 250.

10
11

Q.

How does the total pay level (the combination of base pay, STI and LTI) of

12

CenterPoint’s LTI-eligible employees compare to the total pay levels found in

13

the market?

14

A.

As described previously, annually CenterPoint compares its total pay, including STI

15

and LTI, to the pay found in the market surveys for LTI-eligible employees. The 2020

16

comparison indicates that CenterPoint’s average total pay levels when LTI is included

17

are

18

Regarding the Company specifically, average total pay is

19

median of the market. In other words, the total pay is

20

market.

of the median of the market for LTI eligible employees.
of the
the median of the

21
22

Q.

Please explain the components of the LTI plan.

23

A.

LTI pay is a variable compensation component that rewards participants using two

24

different types of awards: (1) performance-based restricted stock units (“RSUs”) and

25

(2) time-based RSUs. The performance-based RSUs are based on the achievement
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1

of predetermined goals such as total shareholder return and net income goals

2

measured over a three-year performance period, which must be achieved before

3

performance shares are awarded. On the other hand, the time-based RSUs are not

4

financially-based and depend only upon an employee staying with CenterPoint for

5

three years. This type of LTI award is critical for CenterPoint’s and the Company’s

6

ability to retain experienced Executives, Directors and other key employees whose

7

knowledge and expertise the Company does not want to lose.

8

employees below the Director level are 100% time-based. The chart below illustrates

9

the structure of the LTI award for Directors and Executives.

LTI awards for

10

11
12

Costs for LTI during the test year are represented by the performance-based and time-

13

based RSUs during the three-year periods that overlap with the 2021 test year: 2018
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1

through 2020, 2019 through 2021, 2020 through 2022, and 2021 through 2023. The

2

LTI goals for the performance-based RSUs for these periods are generally based on

3

total shareholder return and cumulative utility net income for 2018, total shareholder

4

return and cumulative net income for 2019 and 2020, and goals to be determined for

5

2021. These goals are achieved based on the efforts of the plan participants to

6

improve productivity, service, expense management, and other factors that are a

7

necessary part of providing safe and reliable natural gas distribution service. This type

8

of variable incentive plan opportunity motivates and rewards employee performance,

9

which is essential to meeting customer needs and recruiting and retaining a qualified

10

management team. A more detailed explanation of the goals generally associated

11

with the performance-based awards included in test year costs is provided in

12

Petitioner’s Exhibit No. 9, Attachment BRV-7, LTI Grant Goals Cycles 2018-2020.

13
14

Q.

15
16

Is it reasonable for performance-based LTI to be linked to shareholder return
and income goals?

A.

Yes. CenterPoint’s LTI Plan design is very similar to the LTI plan design of other

17

comparable regulated investor-owned utilities that fall within a reasonable range of

18

CenterPoint’s annual revenue and current market capitalization. Using a group of peer

19

companies helps align CenterPoint’s compensation programs with other companies in

20

the utility industry sector. LTI goals are meant to ensure that participants are focused

21

on the health of the entire company, including Vectren South.

22
23

The Cook study referenced previously reported that 37% of the 250 companies used

24

performance-based LTI with a single performance measure or goal, while 38% of the

25

survey group used two separate performance goals, and 25% used three or more
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performance goals. The following are the performance goals and frequency of use of

2

each as reported by the Cook study:

3

Performance Measure/Goal

4

Total Shareholder Return

65%

5

Operating/Net Income

54%

6

Capital Efficiency

40%

7

Revenue

22%

8

Cash Flow

13%

9

Other (Safety, Quality, New Business)

14%

Frequency of Use

10
11

Additionally, according to a proxy statement analysis of 18 CenterPoint peer

12

companies conducted by Meridian in 2019, 16 of the 18 companies used total

13

shareholder return as a metric for their LTI plans. Twelve of the 18 peer companies

14

used two goals, three used a single goal, and three companies used three goals. The

15

most common goal reported was total shareholder return, which is a component of

16

CenterPoint’s LTI plan. The Meridian analysis is included as Petitioner’s Exhibit No.

17

9, Attachment BRV-8, Meridian Analysis - CONFIDENTIAL. The independent Cook

18

and Meridian studies show that LTI is a common component of utility total

19

compensation plans and CenterPoint’s selection of specific LTI goals is very similar to

20

those of other utilities within its peer group, which indicates that CenterPoint’s LTI Plan

21

is reasonable.
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1

Q.

2
3

Does awarding compensation linked to total shareholder return and income
goals benefit customers?

A.

Yes. Customers benefit from CenterPoint’s LTI Plan because it enables CenterPoint

4

to attract and retain a quality management team that is focused on improving

5

CenterPoint’s performance, including that of Vectren South. Without LTI, CenterPoint

6

would be lacking an important component of an effective total compensation package

7

to compete for the right talent in today’s job market. It is costly to lose experienced

8

and knowledgeable employees who are familiar with CenterPoint and the Company.

9
10

Q.

Are there any other ways that CenterPoint’s LTI plan benefits customers?

11

A.

Yes. Achievement of strong financial performance is a direct benefit to customers.

12

Positive operating income is a direct result of the prudent management of operating

13

expenses. Similarly, positive total shareholder return reflects strong performance from

14

all CenterPoint operating divisions, which attracts capital for maintaining and investing

15

in the Company’s infrastructure to deliver safe and reliable gas distribution service.

16

Therefore, higher employee productivity, careful control of operations and

17

maintenance costs, attention to customer service levels and customer retention,

18

adherence to employee and customer safety procedures, and other customer-based

19

actions assist in minimizing expenses and achieving stable earnings. These are

20

factors that are within the direct influence of employees, including LTI Plan

21

participants.
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1

Q.

2
3

Are the costs the company is seeking to recover associated with the LTI plan a
reasonable and necessary cost of providing service?

A.

Yes. The LTI plan awards stock to participants when CenterPoint achieves the plan

4

goals, which are aligned with customer and shareholder interests, or when employees

5

remain with CenterPoint for at least three years. LTI pay opportunities are prevalent

6

in the utility industry segment, and the LTI Plan design and goals are consistent with

7

peer utilities as demonstrated by market studies, including the Cook report and the

8

Meridian analysis.

9
10

Q.

Has the Commission approved the recovery of LTI in previous Dockets?

11

A.

Yes. In the most recent Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company d/b/a Vectren

12

Energy Delivery of Indiana, Inc., “Indiana Electric” rate case, the Commission

13

approved the recovery of proposed long-term incentive compensation, which was up

14

to the board approved target level. The evidence showed that shareholders bear the

15

expense of incentive compensation in excess of the target level.2

16
17

In the most recent Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company d/b/a Vectren Energy

18

Delivery of Indiana, Inc., “Indiana Gas South” rate case, the parties settled with long-

19

term incentive compensation reflecting target levels of payouts to employees.3

20
21

Q.

Does the Company’s LTI compensation meet the standard for recovery?

22

A.

Yes. I have already described the various ways in which the LTI compensation aligns

2

Cause No. 43839, Final Order (IURC 4/27/2011), pages 50-51.

3

Cause No. 43112, Settlement Agreement, pages 6-7, approved by Order dated August .
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with the interests of the Company’s customers. Moreover, I have described the ways

2

in which LTI allows the Company to remain competitive in the overall compensation

3

offered to employees.

4

compensation does not cause total pay to exceed levels needed to attract and retain

5

a qualified workforce. Finally, as with STI, the Company is seeking to recover the

6

costs of LTI at 100% of target; shareholders bear all LTI costs in excess of target.

The comparison to the market demonstrates that LTI

7
8
9

3.
Q.

10
11

Compensation Summary

Why does the Company not provide total pay through only base pay without
incentive compensation?

A.

Compensating employees solely through base pay with no opportunity for variable

12

incentive pay reflects an outdated and less than competitive approach to current

13

compensation practices. In addition, CenterPoint designs its compensation plans,

14

consistent with peer companies, to include tangible goals to motivate positive and

15

productive employee behavior that benefits stakeholders including customers,

16

employees, and shareholders. Incentive pay motivates employees to provide quality

17

customer service, perform their jobs effectively, achieve operating efficiencies, and

18

maintain a safe and reliable gas delivery system. It also allows the Company to reward

19

and retain high performers. If CenterPoint relied solely on base pay, it would constrain

20

CenterPoint’s ability to use compensation as a tool to motivate employees to work

21

towards CenterPoint-wide goals and achieve high levels of individual performance as

22

well. Doing so would also be inconsistent with market compensation studies that

23

support the use of STI and LTI as part of a competitive total compensation package.
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1

Q.

Is it important for the Company to recover costs related to STI and LTI?

2

A.

Yes. An employee’s total pay opportunity is determined by targeting the median total

3

pay, including incentive compensation, of similar positions in the industry.

4

employee does not have the opportunity to receive incentive pay, then the employee

5

will receive less than the median pay of similar positions within the industry, putting

6

the Company at a competitive disadvantage. The STI and LTI compensation costs

7

requested in this case provide total pay opportunities that are well aligned with the

8

market median total pay levels.

If an

9
10

In addition, it is my understanding that general ratemaking principles indicate that a

11

utility should recover its reasonable and necessary expenses prudently incurred in

12

operating its business. My testimony and related market compensation studies show

13

that each component of CenterPoint’s compensation expenses is reasonable due to

14

the levels at which they are set and the reasonableness of compensating employees

15

in the form of incentive pay. CenterPoint’s compensation costs are also necessary to

16

provide appropriate motivation to encourage employees to perform their jobs safely

17

and cost effectively. For these reasons, compensation costs, including all requested

18

incentive plan costs, should be recovered through rates.

19
20

Q.

Are all the Company’s pay components reasonable and necessary?

21

A.

Yes, and as described above they meet the Commission’s standards for recovery

22

through rates. The total pay offered to CenterPoint and Company employees is

23

reasonable, necessary and prudent. As noted above, CenterPoint evaluates its pay

24

from a total compensation perspective, as total compensation is the key factor in

25

determining whether the Company is offering sufficient pay to attract, retain, and
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1

motivate the qualified work force it needs to conduct its business. Incentive pay is an

2

essential part of the overall compensation picture, and CenterPoint factors in incentive

3

pay when comparing the pay it offers to its employees to that offered by peer

4

companies.

5
6
7

III.

BENEFITS

8
9

A.

Benefits Philosophy and Components

10

Q.

What is the philosophy of CenterPoint as it pertains to benefits?

11

A.

CenterPoint’s benefits philosophy is to provide a comprehensive set of benefits to

12

meet our employees’ welfare and financial security needs in an affordable and efficient

13

manner with the overall value targeted at the midpoint of the marketplace, the same

14

as CenterPoint’s pay philosophy. CenterPoint uses a “one-company” approach where

15

possible with the objective of offering a common set of benefits to all employees in all

16

business units. CenterPoint leverages its size and the expertise of its HR staff to get

17

the best value it can for its benefits expenditures.

18
19

Q.

What are the benefits that CenterPoint offers?

20

A.

CenterPoint offers the following types of benefits:

21

(1)

Health and Welfare benefits

22

(2)

Retirement Plan, Supplemental Executive Retirement Plan, and Benefits

23

Restoration Plan

24

(3)

Savings Plan and Savings Restoration Plan
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(4)

Post-retirement Benefits

2

(5)

Post-employment Benefits

3

(6)

Deferred Compensation Plan

4

I address most of these benefits below in greater detail. Because the Company is not

5

seeking recovery of costs associated with its Deferred Compensation Plan in this rate

6

case, I do not discuss this plan in detail.

7
8

Q.

9
10

What terms will you be using in your testimony to define groups of employees
as it relates to benefits programs?

A.

I will refer to employees of CenterPoint Energy companies prior to the Vectren

11

Corporation merger as “legacy CenterPoint employees.” I will refer to employees of

12

Vectren Corporation companies as “legacy Vectren employees.” Company costs

13

include benefits for legacy CenterPoint and legacy Vectren employees.

14
15

Q.

16
17

What tools does CenterPoint use to determine that the overall value of the
benefits offered to employees is consistent with market median values?

A.

CenterPoint participates in the Willis Towers Watson Benefits Data Source, which is

18

an online database that contains detailed benefit plan provisions for multiple

19

organizations, including several utility and energy companies, for benefit plan

20

prevalence results. CenterPoint uses this benchmarking database tool that is

21

proprietary to Willis Towers Watson to compare its benefit plans to the plans of other

22

participating companies.
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1

Q.

2
3

Have there been any significant changes in benefit plans or benefit plan design
from 2019 to 2020?

A.

Yes. CenterPoint implemented various administrative changes or plan design changes

4

in an effort to harmonize benefits across the organization following the merger with

5

Vectren Corporation, and as part of its annual review of the competitiveness of benefits

6

offered to attract and retain employees necessary to serve its customers.

7

example, the Vectren Corporation Retirement Savings Plan was merged into the

8

CenterPoint Energy Savings Plan, which was amended and restated effective January

9

1, 2020. In addition, certain health and welfare design changes were implemented in

10

2020, such as the addition of a new Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) plan for

11

legacy Vectren employees (except certain unions).

For

12
13

B.

Health and Welfare Plans

14

Q.

What Health and Welfare plans does CenterPoint provide?

15

A.

CenterPoint provides medical (including prescription drug), dental, vision, life

16

insurance, accidental death and dismemberment insurance, and long-term disability

17

benefits.

18
19

Q.

20
21

Is the provision of health and welfare benefits to employees necessary and
reasonable?

A.

Yes.

The provision of health and welfare benefits to employees is an industry

22

standard. In order to attract and retain a qualified and effective workforce, CenterPoint

23

seeks to provide a comprehensive and competitively-based package of health and

24

welfare benefits. Health and welfare benefits help shield employees and their families
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1

from financial loss and protect the health and well-being of employees and their

2

dependents during their careers.

3
4

Q.

What is CenterPoint’s philosophy with respect to benefits cost sharing?

5

A.

CenterPoint shares the cost of benefits with employees who participate in the plans.

6

For example, for coverage in the medical plan, Vectren South, in general, has an

7

80/20% employer/employee cost share of claims paid by the plan. Employees have

8

contributions deducted from their pay at a rate designed to achieve the referenced

9

cost sharing ratio.

In addition to the costs incurred directly through employee

10

contributions, plan participants incur out-of-pocket expenses such as deductibles, co-

11

insurance, and co-pays when they utilize the medical plan. These out-of-pocket

12

expenses vary based on the design of the particular medical plan offered to

13

employees. CenterPoint makes periodic adjustments in plan design to remain

14

competitive both with other utility companies and large employers in general.

15
16

Q.

How does HR help CenterPoint ensure that the insurance carriers and

17

administrators CenterPoint uses are charging a competitive rate for their

18

services?

19

A.

For all insured plans, CenterPoint uses brokers to ensure that administrative services

20

are competitively priced. The HR organization also meets from time to time with

21

consultants, benefit providers, and insurance carriers to discuss competitive trends,

22

cost projections, and plan design. Additionally, HR periodically solicits third-party bids

23

on its insured plans. Typically, CenterPoint utilizes multi-year agreements of at least

24

three years’ duration to lock in competitive pricing. We also work jointly with our

25

insurance carriers to design benefit plans to help manage cost and maintain
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competitiveness.

2

employees into insurance pools to leverage CenterPoint’s size to obtain the best rates

3

possible.

This objective is also achieved by aggregating CenterPoint

4
5

Q.

Does CenterPoint take steps to control the rising costs of healthcare?

6

A.

Yes. Each year CenterPoint reviews its medical claims experience and compares it

7

with industry trends to estimate future medical plan costs. Based on these cost

8

increase projections, administrative changes and plan design changes are

9

recommended to management to help control or reduce rising costs while maintaining

10

a competitive benefits package.

11
12

C.

Retirement Plans and Benefit Restoration Plan

13

Q.

Please describe CenterPoint’s retirement benefit plans.

14

A.

CenterPoint’s retirement plans are qualified defined benefit pension plans that are

15

intended to provide employees with income in retirement. Certain employees are

16

eligible for participation under a retirement plan, which sets up a cash balance account

17

for each employee. Eligibility for a retirement plan is limited to a small group of

18

grandfathered legacy Vectren non-union employees, non-union legacy CenterPoint

19

employees hired prior to January 1, 2020, and certain union employees. Listed below

20

are the retirement plans:

21



CenterPoint Energy Retirement Plan (closed to new hires effective 1/1/2020)

22



Vectren Non-Bargaining Unit Plan (closed to new hires effective 7/1/2013)

23



Vectren Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company Retirement Plan (closed to

24

new hires effective 7/1/2010)
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1
2

Vectren Indiana Gas Company Bargaining Unit Retirement Plan (closed to new
hires effective 7/21/2009)

3
4

Generally, CenterPoint credits each employee account with a contribution equal to 5%

5

of the employee’s eligible compensation. The employee accounts earn interest equal

6

to the average return on 30-year Treasury securities for November of the prior year.

7

Employees are fully vested in their account balances after completing three years of

8

service.

9
10

Q.

What is the Benefit Restoration Plan (“BRP”)?

11

A.

The BRP is an unfunded, non-qualified retirement plan that restores retirement

12

benefits for employees that would have been paid under the Retirement Plan, had they

13

not been subject to limitation under the Internal Revenue Code. The BRP is simply a

14

way for CenterPoint to offer employees at all levels comparable retirement benefits.

15

In addition, a very limited number of legacy Vectren executives are eligible for

16

participation in the Vectren Corporation Nonqualified Defined Benefit Restoration Plan.

17
18

Q.

19
20

What is the Vectren Corporation Unfunded Supplemental Retirement Plan For a
Select Group of Management Employees (“SERP”)?

A.

The SERP is an unfunded, non-qualified supplemental retirement plan for a select

21

group of management employees of Vectren Corporation. Effective with the close of

22

the Vectren Corporation merger in February 2019, this plan does not have active

23

employees and is closed.
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1

Q.

How is the Retirement Plan expense determined?

2

A.

Generally, the Retirement Plan expense is based on the actuarial expense as

3

calculated by our actuarial firm, Aon Hewitt.

4
5

Q.

6
7

Is the provision of a Retirement Plan and BRP to employees reasonable and
necessary?

A.

Yes. Most utility and energy companies provide defined-benefit retirement plans,

8

especially for bargaining unit employees. The CenterPoint BRP is simply an extension

9

of the Retirement Plan that is designed to restore benefit limitations imposed under

10

the Internal Revenue Code.

11

competitive package of benefit programs that allows CenterPoint to attract and retain

12

qualified employees and leadership.

These plans are a necessary part of providing a

13
14

D.

Savings Plan and Savings Restoration Plan

15

Q.

What are the basic features of CenterPoint’s Savings Plan?

16

A.

The Savings Plan is a qualified defined contribution plan. All CenterPoint employees

17

are eligible for the Savings Plan. Employees may contribute to the Savings Plan on a

18

pre-tax basis and on an after-tax basis. CenterPoint matches the employee

19

contribution dollar for dollar up to an amount equal to 6% of the employee’s eligible

20

compensation each pay period.

21

participate in the defined contribution only benefits approach whereby CenterPoint

22

matches dollar for dollar up to 6% of eligible compensation plus a 3% non-matching

23

contribution. Generally, these employees include legacy Vectren non-union employee

24

hired, rehired or transferred on or after January 1, 2013, a small group of non-union

25

employees hired prior to January 1, 2013, and employees hired or rehired beginning

Effective January 1, 2020 certain employees
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1

January 1, 2020, with the exception of certain union employees who are still eligible to

2

participate in a Retirement Plan. Participants direct their contributions, including the

3

match, into various investment options offered by the plan. Non-union employees are

4

immediately fully vested in their contributions as well as the Company’s matching and

5

non-matching contributions.

6
7

Q.

What is the Savings Restoration Plan (“SRP”)?

8

A.

The SRP is an unfunded, non-qualified savings plan. The SRP restores amounts the

9

employer would have contributed absent the Internal Revenue Code limits. The rate

10

of return earned in the plan is based on each participant’s actual rate of return earned

11

under the Savings Plan.

12
13

Q.

14
15

Are the expenses associated with the Savings Plan and SRP reasonable and
necessary?

A.

Yes. Defined contribution plans are routinely offered by utility and energy companies.

16

The SRP is merely an unfunded, non-qualified extension of the Savings Plan to restore

17

benefits due to limitations under the Internal Revenue Code. Therefore, in order to

18

provide a competitive package of benefit programs that allows CenterPoint to attract

19

and retain qualified employees and leadership, the provision of the Savings Plan and

20

SRP is reasonable and necessary.

21
22

Q.

Why does CenterPoint provide both Retirement and Savings plans?

23

A.

CenterPoint provides market-based retirement benefits to enable employees to

24

provide for their financial security in retirement. CenterPoint provides both a

25

Retirement Plan and a Savings Plan because both types of plans are important to help
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1

employees achieve their retirement income goals.

2

responsibility of providing the benefit as defined by the Retirement Plan. In contrast,

3

with respect to the Savings Plan, similar to other 401(k) plan designs, the employee

4

makes the decision as to whether to participate in the plan, the degree of participation

5

and the actual investments held in the plan.

CenterPoint bears the

6
7

Q.

8
9

Does CenterPoint take steps to manage costs related to its Retirement and
Savings Plans?

A.

Yes. For example, in 2018, CenterPoint amended the Retirement Plan to provide for

10

the purchase of an annuity contract to fund small annuities under the Retirement Plan.

11

This change was made to reduce administrative costs in the Plan.

12
13

E.

Post-retirement Benefits

14

Q.

What are post-retirement benefits?

15

A.

Post-retirement benefits are medical, dental, and life insurance plans that are provided

16

to retired employees, their beneficiaries and covered dependents. This would include

17

benefits paid to surviving spouses and dependents of retired employees.

18
19

Q.

Please explain CenterPoint’s post-retirement benefits.

20

A.

CenterPoint’s post-retirement benefit plans are defined dollar health and welfare

21

benefit plans that provide retiree medical and dental benefits to eligible employees.

22

Generally, employees become eligible for the postretirement benefits at age 55 after

23

meeting certain eligibility requirements which can vary by business unit. Benefit

24

coverage is similar to benefits coverage under the medical plans offered to active

25

employees until they attain age 65. When a retiree and/or eligible spouse attains age
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1

65, benefits are provided under a fully-insured Medicare Advantage program. The

2

costs of post-retirement benefits generally are shared between CenterPoint and the

3

retirees.

4
5

Q.

6
7

Are the Company’s post-retirement benefits a reasonable and necessary
expense?

A.

Yes.

Post-retirement benefits are a common offering in utility benefit packages.

8

Therefore, to provide a competitive package of benefit programs that allows the

9

Company to retain qualified employees, the provision of post-retirement benefits is

10

reasonable and necessary.

11

retirement benefits are not as prevalent for new hires and therefore, CenterPoint

12

discontinued offering post-retirement benefits to legacy CenterPoint employees hired

13

from and after January 1, 2018.

However, CenterPoint has determined that post-

14
15

Q.

16
17

Does CenterPoint take steps to manage the costs related to post-retirement
benefits?

A.

Yes.

Each year, CenterPoint reviews its retiree medical claims experience and

18

compares it with industry trends to calculate future medical plan costs. In addition,

19

plan design changes are recommended to help reduce rising costs while maintaining

20

competitive benefit plans.

21
22

Q.

How is the test year amount of post-retirement plan expense determined?

23

A.

The amount of test year post-retirement plan expense is based upon expectations of

24

future post-retirement plan expense in 2021 as estimated by Aon Hewitt in 2019. The

25

test year projected expense reflects our best-known estimate at this time as provided
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1

by Aon Hewitt based on actuarial assumptions using the Company’s employee

2

population.

3
4

F.

Postemployment Benefits

5

Q.

What are post-employment benefits?

6

A.

Post-employment benefits are medical, dental, and life insurance plans that are

7

provided to certain inactive employees, their beneficiaries and covered dependents

8

after employment, but before retirement. This would include benefits to surviving

9

spouses and dependents of active employees and employees approved for long-term

10

disability benefits.

11
12

Q.

What is included in post-employment benefit expense?

13

A.

Post-employment benefit expense for legacy CenterPoint employees includes post-

14

employment benefits costs determined as required by Generally Accepted Accounting

15

Principles under ASC Topic 712, Compensation – Nonretirement Post-employment

16

Benefits, formerly SFAS No. 112 “Employers’ Accounting for Postemployment

17

Benefits,” as calculated by Aon Hewitt. The annual expense consists of an accrual for

18

the present value of future health and welfare benefits for certain inactive employees,

19

their beneficiaries and covered dependents. The accrual is determined at the

20

Company level based on the underlying demographic data of Company employees.

21
22

Q.

23
24
25

Is it reasonable and necessary to provide employees with post-employment
benefits?

A.

Yes. Providing post-employment benefits provides security to employees and their
families against unforeseen incidents and is common across multiple industry
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1

segments.

2

offered by CenterPoint to attract and retain qualified employees.

Such benefits are part of the competitive package of benefit programs

3
4

Q.

How is the test year post-employment benefit amount determined?

5

A.

The test year amount of post-employment benefit expense for employees is calculated

6

by CenterPoint’s actuary, Aon Hewitt, based upon post-employment expense for 2019.

7
8

G.

Deferred Compensation Plan

9

Q.

What is the Deferred Compensation Plan?

10

A.

The Deferred Compensation Plan is a non-qualified, unfunded savings vehicle. Only

11

executive level employees are eligible to participate.

12

employees to defer receipt for income tax purposes of base pay and/or STI payments,

13

until distribution. Annually, the deferred amount is credited with interest, also on a tax-

14

free basis until distribution.

The plan allows eligible

15
16

Q.

17
18
19

Is the Company seeking recovery of any costs associated with its Deferred
Compensation Plan?

A.

No. The Company is not seeking recovery of these expenses in this rate case. The
Company reserves its right to request recovery in future proceedings.
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1

IV.

CONCLUSION

Q.

Are the compensation and benefit plan costs the Company seeks to recover

2
3
4
5

reasonable?
A.

Yes. My testimony shows that the Company’s compensation and benefit plans are

6

designed to target the median of the market of both the general and utility industries.

7

Incentive compensation provides the opportunity for employees to earn compensation

8

that is competitive compared to the market and motivates employees to serve the

9

interests of customers, the Company and shareholders.

The benefits plans

10

CenterPoint offers are also reasonable and their costs are reasonable and necessary

11

to attract and retain qualified employees. Additionally, in developing the compensation

12

and benefits costs for which the Company seeks recovery in this case, the Company

13

relied upon prior Commission decisions for Vectren South. Finally, CenterPoint’s

14

compensation and benefits costs included in the Vectren South cost of service are

15

reasonable and necessary expenses to support the Company’s provision of safe,

16

reliable and cost-effective service to its customers and should be recovered in rates.

17
18

Q.

Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony?

19

A.

Yes, it does.
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DESCRIPTION OF CENTERPOINT ENERGY SHORT TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
REVISED 12 31 2019

General
The Short-Term Incentive (STI) Plan is a company-wide annual incentive plan intended to reward
employees for their contributions toward the overall success of the company, as well as individual
performance achievements. The STI plan provides variable cash compensation that is linked to
performance and is competitive with peer companies. The common plan design features apply to all
eligible employees.
Funding
STI payments made under the plan are funded annually based on the achievement of a combination of
financial, operational, customer service, and employee safety goals. Goals and weightings, target
awards, and target funding under the plan are pre-determined annually at the beginning of the
performance period. Each goal includes a threshold performance level that must be met for any level of
funding and a maximum performance level corresponding to a maximum level of funding (up to 200%
depending on the goal). The actual amount payable from the funding pool to an individual employee is
100% discretionary to reflect individual performance and any special circumstances.
Target Opportunity
An employee’s STI target award is the annual incentive opportunity expressed as a percent of the
employee's annual eligible compensation and based on achievement of the goals and performance
expectations at the target performance level. Most union employees have an incentive target
percentage between 1-5% or as outlined in the collective bargaining agreement. Most non-union
employees have an incentive target percentage of 5% -10% of eligible pay. Higher level managers will
tend to have a greater percentage of total pay at risk, and therefore, higher incentive targets.
Awards
STI awards are 100% discretionary based on the company’s overall performance and a management
assessment of individual performance. Awards, if any, are typically paid in March.
Eligibility
Employees are eligible to participate in the STI Plan if they are:
•

A regular, full or part time (at least 20 hours per week) employee;

•

Hired by the last business day prior to October 1 of the performance year;
and

•

Continuously employed through the STI payment date.
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Employees covered by a collective bargaining agreement are eligible to participate in the STI Plan only to
the extent provided under the specific terms of the applicable collective bargaining agreement.
Employees covered by a collective bargaining agreement that does not specifically provide for
participation in the STI Plan are not eligible for any payments under the plan under any circumstances.
Special Circumstances
•
Retirement: If an eligible employee retires during the performance year and was an eligible
employee on January 2 of the year, the retiree will receive an STI payment for that year at the target
level, prorated based on eligible compensation during the plan year prior to retirement and paid within
30 days of the retirement date. If an eligible employee retires after the last day of the performance year
but before the STI for that year is paid, the retiree will receive an STI payment, if any, based on actual
company achievement of performance goals, individual performance, and eligible compensation earned
during the plan year. The payment will be made on the company-wide payment date in March. To be
eligible for an STI payment upon retirement, as described above, a retiree must be age 55 or greater
with at least 5 years of service at the time of retirement.
•
Long-Term Disability or Death: If an eligible employee qualifies for benefits under the company
long-term disability plan or dies during the performance year, the employee will receive an STI payment
for that year at the target level, prorated based on eligible compensation earned during the
performance year prior to the date the employee commences long-term disability or dies and paid
within 30 days after that date. If an eligible employee qualifies for benefits under the company longterm disability plan or dies after the last day of the performance year but before the STI for that year is
paid, the employee will receive an STI payment for that year, if any, at the actual company achievement
of performance goals, without regard to individual performance, and based on eligible compensation
earned during the performance year. The STI payment will be made on the company-wide payment date
in March.
•
Leave of Absence: Regardless of their status on leave of absence, employees who have earned
eligible compensation during the performance year and otherwise satisfy the eligibility requirements
will receive STI payments in the same manner as other eligible employees on the company-wide
payment date.
•
Terminations: Except as described above for retirement, death, or disability, if an employee
terminates employment at any time prior to the STI payment date (either during or after the
performance year), the employee will not be eligible to receive an STI payment for the year.
This summary is for informational purposes only and does not address all applicable requirements and
conditions. The information provided in this summary does not replace the official plan documents. If there is a
conflict between this summary and the plan documents, the official plan documents always control and govern.
The Company reserves the right to amend, suspend or terminate the plan at any time, in whole or in part.
Current participation in the plan does not guarantee future eligibility for the plan or any other benefit program.
Participation in the plan is not an offer or guarantee of employment.
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SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
• What is the Short-Term Incentive (STI) Plan?
– The CenterPoint Energy STI plan is an incentive reward program designed to pay for performance, align
the workforce with shareholder interests and reward strong performance on key business metrics:
financial, operational, customer satisfaction, and employee safety.

• When will I receive payment?
– The STI payment will be made by direct deposit. The deposit will post in the same manner and in the
same accounts as each colleague’s current bi-weekly direct deposit election. Colleagues can access
their online paystub by following the same process used for accessing the bi-weekly paystub. STI
payments are scheduled to be deposited on or about March 6, 2020.

2
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SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
• How is my reward amount determined?
–IBEW 702 award = hours worked (excludes sick time) x hourly bonus
rate

3
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2019 SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN GOALS
Threshold

Target

Maximum

Exceptional Weight

Goals
Financial/Operational Performance
Overall Company Core Operating Income
Consolidated Diluted Earnings Per Share
Overall Company Operations and Maintenance Expenditures
Equivalent Forced Outage Rate

#
$ 1,136
$ 1 53
$ 1,666
8.5%

$ 1,209
$ 1.65
$ 1,602
6.0%

$ 1,257
$ 1.71
$ 1,537
3.5%

$ 1,306
$ 1.77
$ 1,473

35%
20%
20%

Results
Achv

$ 1,217
$ 1.77
$ 1,571
4.4%

Customer Satisfaction Composite

108%
200%
124%
132%
91%

CNP Customer Satisfaction Composite : (weight 75%)
Customer Survey Gas Operations / Home Service Plus (weight 37.5%)

4.31

4.42

4.51

4.47

128%

Customer Survey Electric Operations (weight 15%)

3.89

3.99

4.07

3.96

85%

Power Alert Service Survey (PAS) Electric Operations (weight 15%)
Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) CEHE (weight 7 5%)

4.43
99.56

4.54
97.07

4.63
94.58

4.47
120.89

68%
0%

73%
81.1%

77%
85.1%

81%
89.1%

76.0%
82.9%

88%
72%

Vectren Customer Satisfaction Composite: (weight 25%)
Perception Surveys (weight 12.5%)
Contact Surveys (weight 12.5%)
Overall Company Safety Performance
CNP Safety Composite (weight 75%)1
Employee Safety Participation Rate (ESPR) (weight 18.75%)2
Leadership Safety Par icipation Rate (LSPR) (weight 18.75%)2
Preventable Vehicle Incident Rate (PVIR) (weight 37.5%)
Vectren Safety Composite (25%)
Days Away, Restricted Time (weight 25%)

19%

60%
46%
1.68

66%
51%
1.53

70%
56%
1.45

60.0%
56.0%
2.11

25%
75%
0%

19

12

7

23

0%

1 CNP DART achievement greater than 1 0 would have reduced CNP safety payout by 50%. CNP DART achievement was 0.90.
2 Safety achievements were reduced by 50% for CNP's ESPR (from 50% to 25%) and LSPR (from 150% to 75%) due to a fatality

4
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IBEW 702 – ENERGY DELIVERY
• Financial results finished above target, while customer satisfaction and safety
results finished below target.

Goals

Performance Threshold

136.91%
Financial Goals
Customer Satisfaction
90.89%
Safety
18.75%
Payout (cents per eligible hour)

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Target

Maximum

Payout

$0.30
$0.15
$0.15

$0.44
$0.22
$0.22

$0.3517
$0.1173
$0.0206
$0.4896

Bonus Example: 2080 hours worked x $0.4896 = $1,018.37

This calculation is designed for illustration purposes only. Your individual calculation may differ.

5
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IBEW 702 – POWER SUPPLY
• Financial results and equivalent forced outage rate results finished above
target, while safety results finished below target.

Goals

Performance Threshold

136.91%
Financial Goals
Equivalent Forced
132.00%
Outage Rate
Safety
18.75%
Payout (cents per eligible hour)

Target

Maximum

Payout

$0.00

$0.30

$0.44

$0.3517

$0.00

$0.15

$0.22

$0.1948

$0.00

$0.15

$0.22

$0.0206
$0.5671

Bonus Example: 2080 hours worked x $0.5671 = $1,179.57

This calculation is designed for illustration purposes only. Your individual calculation may differ.

6
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SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
• What is the Short-Term Incentive (STI) Plan?
– The CenterPoint Energy STI plan is an incentive reward program designed to pay for performance, align
the workforce with shareholder interests and reward strong performance on key business metrics:
financial, operational, customer satisfaction, and employee safety.

• When will I receive payment?
– The STI payment will be made by direct deposit. The deposit will post in the same manner and in the
same accounts as each colleague’s current bi-weekly direct deposit election. Colleagues can access
their online paystub by following the same process used for accessing the bi-weekly paystub. STI
payments are scheduled to be deposited on or about March 6, 2020.

2
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SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN
• How is my reward amount determined?
–Teamsters 135 award = annual base salary (as of Dec. 31, 2019) x STI
target x achievement

3
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2019 SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE PLAN GOALS
Threshold

Target

Maximum

Exceptional Weight

Goals
Financial/Operational Performance
Overall Company Core Operating Income
Consolidated Diluted Earnings Per Share
Overall Company Operations and Maintenance Expenditures

#
$ 1,136
$ 1 53
$ 1,666

$ 1,209
$ 1.65
$ 1,602

$ 1,257
$ 1.71
$ 1,537

$ 1,306
$ 1.77
$ 1,473

35%
20%
20%

Results
Achv

$ 1,217
$ 1.77
$ 1,571

Customer Satisfaction Composite

108%
200%
124%
91%

CNP Customer Satisfaction Composite : (weight 75%)

Customer Survey Gas Operations / Home Service Plus (weight 37.5%)

4.31

4.42

4.51

4.47

128%

Customer Survey Electric Operations (weight 15%)

3.89

3.99

4.07

3.96

85%

Power Alert Service Survey (PAS) Electric Operations (weight 15%)
Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) CEHE (weight 7 5%)

4.43
99.56

4.54
97.07

4.63
94.58

4.47
120.89

68%
0%

73%
81.1%

77%
85.1%

81%
89.1%

76.0%
82.9%

88%
72%

Vectren Customer Satisfaction Composite: (weight 25%)
Perception Surveys (weight 12.5%)
Contact Surveys (weight 12.5%)

Overall Company Safety Performance
CNP Safety Composite (weight 75%)1
Employee Safety Participation Rate (ESPR) (weight 18.75%)2
Leadership Safety Par icipation Rate (LSPR) (weight 18.75%)2
Preventable Vehicle Incident Rate (PVIR) (weight 37.5%)

Vectren Safety Composite (25%)
Days Away, Restricted Time (weight 25%)

19%

60%
46%
1.68

66%
51%
1.53

70%
56%
1.45

60.0%
56.0%
2.11

25%
75%
0%

19

12

7

23

0%

1 CNP DART achievement greater than 1 0 would have reduced CNP safety payout by 50%. CNP DART achievement was 0.90.
2 Safety achievements were reduced by 50% for CNP's ESPR (from 50% to 25%) and LSPR (from 150% to 75%) due to a fatality

4
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TEAMSTERS 135
• This example is based on a Teamsters 135 employee who earns a vase
salary of $60,000 and whose target incentive opportunity is 4%. Financial
results finished above target, while customer satisfaction and safety results
finished below target.
Goals

Incentive Multiplier

Weight

Weighted Values

1.3691
0.9089
0.1875

70%
15%
15%

0.9584
0.1363
0.0281
1.1229

Financial Goals
Customer Satisfaction
Safety
Incentive Factor

Bonus Example: $60,000 x 0.04 x 1.1229 = $2,694.96
To estimate your incentive payment, multiply:
Base Salary x 0.04 x 1.1229

This calculation is designed for illustration purposes only. Your individual calculation may differ.

5
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Introduction
Overview and Background
This report is FW Cook’s 47th annual report on long-term incentives granted to executives at the 250 largest U.S.
companies in the S&P 500 Index. It is intended to inform boards of directors and compensation professionals in
designing and implementing effective long-term incentive programs that promote long-term success for their companies
in supporting strategic objectives and aligning pay delivery with performance.

Survey Scope
The report covers the following topics:
•• Executive long-term incentive grant types, usage by industry, and number of grant types employed.
•• Grant type design features, including vesting schedules, and stock option term.
•• Key performance plan characteristics, including performance periods, payout maximums, performance metrics, and
measurement approaches.
•• CEO long-term incentive grant value mix.

Top 250 Selection
The Top 250 companies, limited to those granting long-term incentives, are selected annually based on market
capitalization (share price multiplied by total common shares outstanding as of March 31, 2019). Refer to the Appendix
for a list of companies included.
Volatility in the equity markets, corporate transactions, and the ebb and flow of corporate fortunes result in changes in
market capitalization and, therefore, turnover in the survey sample. As such, 26 companies (approximately 10%) are new
to this year’s report. Thus, trend data are influenced not only by actual changes in grant practices among continuing
participants, but also by changes in the sample.

2
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Introduction
Source of Data
All information was obtained from public documents filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),
including proxy statements, 10-K and 8-K filings.

Definition of Usage
This report presents the most recently disclosed long-term incentive grant types in use at the Top 250 companies. A
grant type is considered used at a company if grants were made in the current or prior year and there is no evidence the
grant practice has been discontinued, or if the company indicates the grant type will be awarded in the future.

Definition of Long-Term Incentive
To be considered a long-term incentive for purposes of this report a grant must reward performance and/or continued
service for a period of one year or more and cannot be limited by both scope and frequency:
•• A grant with limited scope is awarded to only one executive or a very small or select group of executives.
•• A grant with limited frequency is an award that is not part of a company’s regular grant practice. For example, a grant
made as a hiring incentive, replacement of compensation forfeited from prior employer or promotional award is not
considered in this report.
•• A grant with limited scope but without limited frequency (annual grants of performance shares made only to the
CEO) may be considered a long-term incentive, and vice versa (one-time grants made to all executives).
.

Additional References
References to shareholder views were developed from a review of proxy-voting guidelines published by large
institutional investors.
References to proxy advisor views were developed from company-specific Say-on-Pay voting recommendations during
the 2019 proxy season, direct conversations with Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) and Glass Lewis, and/or a
review of their proxy-voting guidelines.

General Note
Percentages presented in the charts may not always add up to 100% due to rounding.

4
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Executive Long-term Incentive Grant
Types and Usage
Summary of Grant Types in Use
Executive Long-Term Incentive Grant Type Usage

Percentage of Companies

94% 95% 94% 94%

60% 59%
57%

62%

65%

69%

65%

53%

Stock Options/SARs

2016 Report

Restricted Stock

2017 Report

2018 Report

Performance Awards

2019 Report

Stock Options/Stock Appreciation Rights (SARs) are derivative securities, where stock price must appreciate for them to
deliver value. Stock options are rights to purchase company stock at a specified exercise price over a stated term; SARs are
rights to receive the increase between the grant price and the market price of a share of stock at exercise.
Once considered the most shareholder-friendly vehicle due to inherent alignment with stock price returns, stock options/
SARs continue to decrease in prevalence. As compensation risk has become a focal point for regulators and financial
institutions, stock options/SARs have been viewed less favorably due to their asymmetric risk profile (i.e., upside gain, with
only opportunity cost at risk if the share price does not increase). Other factors influencing the decline of stock option/
SAR use likely include potential accounting inefficiencies and views of the proxy advisory firms and certain institutional
investors that time-vesting stock options are not performance-based because “all boats rise with the tide.”
Restricted Stock includes actual shares or share units that are earned for continued employment. Since 2013, restricted
stock prevalence has hovered in the low-to-mid 60% range, with prevalence trending upward between 2015 and 2018.
While 2019 restricted stock prevalence decreased 4%, FW Cook partially attributes the decrease to a change in sample
rather than the beginning of a trend towards decreased use of restricted stock.

10

80

Performance Awards consist of stock-denominated shares or share units (performance shares) and grants of cash or
dollar-denominated units (performance units) earned based on performance against predetermined objectives over a
defined period of more than one year. Since 2010, performance awards have been the most widely granted award type
with prevalence of 94% in 2019 and 2018. The proliferation of this award type is partially attributable to the implementation
of Say-on-Pay and companies’ desire to directly align pay and performance.

60

Of the companies granting performance awards, 89% denominate the awards in stock, 4% in cash, and the remaining
7% use a combination of both.

5
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Executive Long-term Incentive Grant
Types and Usage
The table below illustrates the average CEO long-term incentive mix by industry sector with the industry sectors sorted
by prevalence of performance awards.

Average CEO Long-Term Incentive Mix by Industry

Real Estate (14)

7%

22%

Utilities (16)

6%

23%

Financials (33)

10%

21%

Consumer Discretionary (24)

21%

Information Technology (38)

Health Care (34)

Consumer Staples (24)

Materials (7)

Communication Services (10)

71%

23%

Industrials (35)

Energy (15)

71%

67%

18%

62%

22%

10%

57%

35%

15%

55%

31%

30%

54%

17%

27%

53%

21%

38%

52%

10%

29%

27%

52%

45%

Percentage of Total Long-Term Incentives
Stock Options/SARs

Restricted Stock

Performance Awards
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Other Long-term Incentive Practices
Vesting Period The most common vesting period for all long-term incentive award types is three years. Vesting periods
shorter than three years are rare in regular grants, as are periods longer than five years. Time-based awards with short
vesting periods provide less “retention glue,” which is the intent behind such awards.
ISS does not prescribe a minimum vesting period, but it is a consideration in the ISS QualityScore governance model and
Equity Plan Scorecard. Similarly, Glass Lewis does not indicate a preferred minimum vesting period, although its policies
suggest that equity grants should be subject to minimum vesting and/or holding periods sufficient to ensure sustainable
performance and promote retention.
Vesting Period of Award Types

Percentage of Companies

89%

61%
58%

35%
29%

9%
2%

0% 1%
<3 Years

3 Years

Stock Options/SARs

4 Years

Restricted Stock

5% 6%
1%

2% 2%

5 Years

0%

>5 Years

Performance Awards
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Other Long-term Incentive Practices
Long-term incentive plans used in the Utilities, Real Estate, Health Care, Communication Services and Information
Technology sectors tend to favor TSR followed by profit measures. Conversely, TSR is relatively uncommon among the
Financials sector companies. Instead, the Financials sector relies more heavily on capital efficiency measures (70%), as
successful performance in that sector is often viewed as a product of deploying capital efficiently to generate returns.
Performance Metric Prevalence by Industry Sector
100%
87%

79%

63%
50%

Energy

70%

10% 10%

9%

7%

Health Care

58%

67%
42%
29%

26% 29%

24%

20%

17%

11%

8%

Information Technology

75%

7%

63%
60%
49%

47%

Communication
Services

14%

Real Estate

66%
40%

38%

26%29%
13%

Utilities

65%

43%

40%
13%

71%

Industrials

70%

Consumer Staples

65%
54%

46%

42%

29%

40%

27%

22%
9%

8%

Consumer Discretionary

TSR

Financials

Profit

13%

Total

Return

Revenue

Cash Flow

Note: Excludes detail from the Materials sector (sample is fewer than 10 companies)
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Other Long-term Incentive Practices
Measurement Approach There are two basic approaches for measuring performance achievement: the first measures
performance relative to pre-established internal (absolute) goals, while the second measures performance against
external benchmark (relative). The relative approach is not readily applicable to most performance metrics, as
companies often use a variety of different non-GAAP definitions and measures. TSR is the only performance metric
category where more than 14% of companies in the Top 250 use the relative approach. Of the companies using relative
TSR, 55% measure performance against an index, 26% relative to their compensation peer group, and 16% relative to a
custom (“performance”) peer group. Market-based metrics, such as TSR, tend to be easier to compare across external
benchmarks due to readily available information and consistent definitions. Relative TSR is a versatile metric that can be
employed effectively as either a standalone measure or as a modifier of performance results. Modifiers (both additive
and multiplicative) account for 25% of the relative TSR measures reflected throughout the Top 250; the other 75% use
relative TSR as a weighted metric to determine earnout.
The selection of the external comparison group used to benchmark relative TSR (i.e., compensation, custom, broad
industry or index) is a key consideration in developing relative performance goals. Proxy advisors, as well as some
investment funds, question the appropriateness of comparisons against broad market indices when a company has
several industry competitors with similar operating characteristics, but there is an increasing realization that small peer
groups magnify the volatility of relative TSR measures.
Proxy advisors advocate for the use of measuring performance on a relative basis. In fact, relative measurement of
pay and TSR performance has been the cornerstone of ISS’ CEO Pay-for-Performance Test, and Glass Lewis routinely
criticizes the sole use of absolute performance metrics as they may reflect economic factors or industry-wide trends
beyond the control of executives. ISS and Glass Lewis both view the use of a relative metric as “best practice” in LTI
design but they are agnostic to whether the relative metric is TSR or a financial metric.
Number of Measures The majority of Top 250 companies use two or more performance measures (63%), 37% of
companies use a single measure, which for the first time in our study, no longer represents the most-prevalent practice.

Number of Performance Measures

2019

37%

38%

2018

40%

36%

2017

41%

35%

19%

18%

16%

6%

6%

8%

Percentage of Companies
1 Measure

2 Measures

3 Measures

>3 Measures

Glass Lewis discourages the use of a single performance measure, even if that metric is relative TSR. Glass Lewis argues
that the use of multiple metrics provides a more complete picture of company performance and that a single metric may
cause management to focus too much on a narrow range of performance. The risk of putting “all eggs in one basket”
and the potential to overemphasize one metric at the expense of other business priorities are concerns shared by some
shareholders.
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Other Long-term Incentive Practices
Performance Measurement Period
Percentage
Companies
Three-year financial goals are set to measure performance
inof
89%
of performance award plans. In contrast, 7% of
companies set financial goals annually and average three years of results to avoid the complexity and imprecision of
multi-year goal setting; it is important to note
that proxy advisors criticize
this approach for failing to promote sustained
1 Measure
2 Measures
long-term performance as it operates more 3like
an
annual
incentive
plan
M s r s
>
A three-year performance period balances the inherent challenge in setting long-term performance goals with best
practice and external expectations of using multi-year performance periods. Many companies argue that it is challenging
to set realistic long-term performance goals due to market volatility and uncertainty. Some shareholders dispute
this argument, particularly when a company’s peers demonstrate the ability to set cumulative three-year goals and
shareholders themselves make investments based on company guidance regarding long-term performance expectations.
Performance Award Period

2019

7% 3%

89%

2018 4% 2%

2017

91%

8% 3%

88%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Percentage of Companies
1 year (or less)

2 years

4 years

5 years

3 years
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Other Long-term Incentive Practices
Performance Award Maximum Payout Opportunity
The most prevalent maximum payout opportunity for performance awards is 200% of target, used by 59% of the Top
250 companies. The second most prevalent maximum payout leverage is 150% of target, which is employed by 14% of
the companies granting performance awards.
Our research reveals that the distribution of performance leverage varies by industry sector, where we observed:
•• A maximum payout opportunity of 200% of target is the most common among all the industry sectors, except the
Financials sector where 150% prevails.
•• Fifty-four percent of Financials sector companies reported a maximum payout opportunity of 150% or lower, two
reported maximum opportunities of 165% and 175%, and the remaining 30% reported a maximum of 200% or higher
(only one company “higher”). The high prevalence of a lower maximum reflects practices among large banks and is
used to mitigate compensation risk, as prescribed by the Federal Reserve and other regulatory bodies.
•• The Energy sector represents the opposite end of the spectrum. Seventy-nine percent of companies reported a 200%
maximum opportunity, while the remaining 21% reported maximum opportunities of either 250% or 300%.
Performance Award Maximum (% of Target)

Percentage of Companies

60% 59% 59%

15%

18%

16%

14%
10% 10%

6% 5% 5%

100%

5%

3%
125%

3%

1%
150%

2017

200%

2018

2% 2%

250%

1%

1%
300%

2%
Other

2019
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Appendix – Companies in the 2019 Top 250
Communication Services (10 Companies)		
AT&T Inc.
Facebook, Inc.
The Walt Disney Company
Charter Communications, Inc.
Fox, Corp.
Twitter, Inc.*
Comcast Corp.
Netflix, Inc.
Verizon Communications Inc.
Electronic Arts Inc.		
				

Consumer Discretionary (24 Companies)				

AutoZone, Inc.*
Ford Motor Co.
Ross Stores Inc.
Best Buy Co., Inc.
General Motors Co.
Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd.
Booking Holdings Inc.
Hilton Worldwide Holdings Inc.
Starbucks Corp.
Carnival Corp.
Lowe’s Companies Inc.
Target Corp.
Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc.*
Marriott International Inc.
The Home Depot Inc.
Dollar General Corp.
McDonald’s Corp.
The TJX Companies Inc.
Dollar Tree, Inc.
NIKE, Inc.
Ulta Beauty*
eBay Inc.
O’Reilly Automotive Inc.
V.F. Corp.
						

Consumer Staples (24 Companies)				

Altria Group Inc.
Kellogg Co.
The Coca-Cola Co.
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co.
Kimberly-Clark Corp.
The Estée Lauder Companies Inc.
Brown-Forman Corp.
Mondelez International Inc.
The Hershey Co.
Colgate-Palmolive Co.
Monster Beverage Corp.
The Kroger Co.
Constellation Brands Inc.
Pepsico Inc.
The Procter & Gamble Co.
Costco Wholesale Corp.
Philip Morris International Inc.
Tyson Foods Inc.
General Mills Inc.
Sysco Corp.
Walgreens Boots Alliance Inc.
Hormel Foods Corp.
The Clorox Co.*
Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
				

Energy (15 Companies)				
Anadarko Petroleum Corp.
Chevron Corp.
Concho Resources Inc.
ConocoPhillips
EOG Resources Inc.

Exxon Mobil Corp.
Halliburton Co.
Marathon Petroleum Corp.
Occidental Petroleum Corp.
ONEOK, Inc.

Phillips 66
Pioneer Natural Resources Co.
Schlumberger Ltd.
The Williams Companies Inc.
Valero Energy Corp.

(*Denotes new company in 2019 Top 250)
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Appendix – Companies in the 2019 Top 250
Financials (33 Companies)		
Aflac Incorporated
Intercontinental Exchange, Inc.
SunTrust Banks, Inc.
American Express Company
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Synchrony Financial
American International Group, Inc.
M&T Bank Corp
T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.
Bank of America Corporation
Marsh & McLennan Co.
The Allstate Corporation
BB&T Corporation
MetLife, Inc.
The Bank of New York Mellon Corp.
BlackRock, Inc.
Moody’s Corporation
The Charles Schwab Corporation
Capital One Financial Corporation
Morgan Stanley
The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.
Citigroup Inc.
Northern Trust Corporation
The PNC Financial Services Group
CME Group Inc.
Prudential Financial, Inc.
The Progressive Corporation
Discover Financial Services
S&P Global Inc.
The Travelers Companies, Inc.
Fifth Third Bancorp
State Street Corporation
U.S. Bancorp
				

Healthcare (34 Companies)				

Abbott Laboratories
Celgene Corp.
Intuitive Surgical Inc.
AbbVie Inc.
Centene Corp*
IQVIA Holdings Inc.
Agilent Technologies, Inc.
Cigna Corp.
Johnson & Johnson
Alexion Pharmaceuticals Inc.
CVS Health Corp.
McKesson Corp.
Align Technology, Inc.
Danaher Corp.
Merck & Co. Inc.
Amgen Inc.
Edwards Lifesciences Corp.
Pfizer Inc.
Anthem Inc.
Eli Lilly and Co.
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Baxter International Inc.
Gilead Sciences Inc.
Stryker Corp.
Becton, Dickinson and Co.
HCA Holdings Inc.
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.
Biogen Inc.
Humana Inc
UnitedHealth Group Inc.
Boston Scientific Corp.
Illumina Inc.
Vertex Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.				

Industrials (35 Companies)			
3M Company
General Electric Company		Roper Technologies, Inc.
AMETEK, Inc.*
Harris Corporation*		Southwest Airlines Co.
Caterpillar Inc.
Honeywell International Inc.		Stanley Black & Decker, Inc.
Cintas Corporation*
Illinois Tool Works Inc.		The Boeing Company
CSX Corporation
Lockheed Martin Corporation		TransDigm Group Incorporated*
Cummins Inc.
Norfolk Southern Corporation		Union Pacific Corporation
Deere & Company
Northrop Grumman Corporation		United Airlines Holdings, Inc.*
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
PACCAR Inc		United Parcel Service, Inc.
Emerson Electric Co.
Parker-Hannifin Corporation		United Technologies Corporation
FedEx Corporation
Raytheon Company		Verisk Analytics, Inc.*
Fortive Corporation
Republic Services, Inc.		Waste Management, Inc.
General Dynamics Corporation
Rockwell Automation, Inc.		
				

(*Denotes new company in 2019 Top 250)
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Appendix – Companies in the 2019 Top 250
Information Technology (38 Companies)		
Adobe Inc.
Fidelity National Information Services
Microsoft Corporation
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.*
Fiserv, Inc.
Motorola Solutions, Inc.*
Amphenol Corporation
FleetCor Technologies, Inc.*
NVIDIA Corporation
Analog Devices, Inc.
Global Payments Inc.*
Oracle Corporation
Apple Inc.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company
Paychex, Inc.
Applied Materials, Inc.
HP Inc.
PayPal Holdings, Inc.
Arista Networks, Inc.*
Intel Corporation
QUALCOMM Incorporated
Autodesk, Inc.
IBM Corp
RedHat
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
Intuit Inc.
salesforce.com, inc.
Broadcom Inc.*
Lam Research Corporation
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Mastercard Incorporated
VeriSign, Inc.*
Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp
Microchip Technology Incorporated
Visa Inc.
Corning Incorporated
Micron Technology, Inc.		
				

Materials (7 Companies)		

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Ecolab Inc.
PPG Industries, Inc.
Ball Corporation*
Newmont Goldcorp Corporation
The Sherwin-Williams Company
DowDuPont Inc.						
				

Real Estate (14 Companies)				

American Tower Corporation (REIT)
Equinix, Inc. (REIT)
Realty Income Corporation*
AvalonBay Communities, Inc.
Equity Residential
SBA Communications
Corporation
Essex Property Trust, Inc.*
Simon Property Group, Inc.
Boston Properties, Inc.*
Prologis, Inc.
Ventas, Inc.*
Crown Castle Corp.
Public Storage
Digital Realty Trust, Inc.			

Utilities (16 Companies)				
American Electric Power Co. Inc.
Edison International
PPL Corporation
American Water Works Co. Inc.*
Eversource Energy
Public Service Enterprise Inc.
Consolidated Edison, Inc.
Exelon Corporation
Sempra Energy
Dominion Energy, Inc.
FirstEnergy Corp.*
The Southern Company
DTE Energy Company
NextEra Energy, Inc.
WEC Energy Group, Inc.
Duke Energy Corporation				

(*Denotes new company in 2019 Top 250)
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Company Profile
FW Cook is an independent consulting firm specializing in executive and director compensation and related corporate
governance matters. Formed in 1973, our firm has served more than 3,000 companies of divergent size and business
focus from our offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Atlanta, Houston and Boston. We currently
serve as the independent advisor to the compensation committees at a substantial number of the most prominent
companies in the U.S.

Our office locations:
New York
685 Third Avenue
28th Floor
New York, NY 10017
212-986-6330

Chicago
190 LaSalle Street
Suite 2120
Chicago, IL 60603
312-332-0910

Los Angeles
11100 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Suite 300
Los Angeles, CA 90025
310-277-5070

Atlanta
3344 Peachtree Road, NE
Suite 1700
Atlanta, GA 30326
404-439-1001

Houston
Two Allen Center
1200 Smith Street
Suite 1100
Houston, TX 77002
713-427-8300

Boston
34 Washington Street
Suite 230
Wellesley Hills, MA 02481
781-591-3400

San Francisco
135 Main Street
Suite 1750
San Francisco, CA 94105
415-659-0201

Website: www.fwcook.com

Authors
This report was authored by Henry Paulin with oversight by Eva Gencheva and research assistance from Christina
LaRocque and Joshua Meier. Questions and comments should be directed to Mr. H. Paulin in our Chicago office
at hpaulin@fwcook.com (312) 894-0081, or Ms. Gencheva in our New York office at egencheva@fwcook.com
(212) 299-3716.
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LTI PLAN GRANTS IN FEBRUARY 2018
CENTERPOINT ENERGY, INC.

The grants awarded in 2018 were based on CNP's common stock price of $26.73 per share, which was the closing market price on CNP's common stock on the New York Stock Exchange on February 20, 2018, the
employee's base salary as of April 1, 2018 and each individual's LTI target percentage. Each employee's award was based on t heir LTI target percentage multiplied by their base salary, divided by the stock price and
then rounded.

Performance Based Shares
Grant Date:
Performance Cycle period:

February 20, 2018
January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2020

At the end of the performance cycle, payouts, if any, will be realized if the goals are achieved as indicated below.

Goal

Total Shareholder Return1

Utility Net Income (3 year cumulative)
1

Threshold Achievement
(33% payout)

Target Achievement
(100% payout)

Maximum Achievement
(200% payout)

25th percentile of TSR peer
group based on position

Linear interpolation between
Threshold and Maximum
achievement based on
position

2nd position or higher

Threshold Achievement
(50% payout)

Target Achievement
(100% payout)

Maximum Achievement
(150% payout)

Exceptional Achievement
(200% payout)

$1,379 million

$1,484 million

$1,559 million

$1,617 million

CNP's Total Shareholder Return relative to the defined peer group.

Stock Awards2
Grant Date:

February 20, 2018

Vesting Date:

February 20, 2021

2

The stock award fully vests as long as the grant recipient is employed by the company on the vesting date; or if a Director or Officer meets the requirements of Enhanced Retirement

Notes:
Enhanced retirement provision for continued vesting is available on grants to Officers and Directors subject to below requirements:
Retirement on or after age 55 with 5 years of service and all of the following criteria are met:
•Age plus years of service equals 65 or greater
•Retires on or after January 1 immediately following the award date
•6 months notice of retirement
•Provide a transition plan and approved by leadership
Enhanced retirement provision of continued vesting is not available on grants to participants below the Director level
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LTI PLAN GRANTS IN FEBRUARY 2019
CENTERPOINT ENERGY, INC.

The grants awarded in 2019 were based on CNP's common stock price of $31 21 per share, which was the closing market price on CNP's common stock on the New York Stock Exchange on February 19, 2019, the
employee's base salary as of April 1, 2019 and each individual's LTI target percentage. Each employee's award was based on t heir LTI target percentage multiplied by their base salary, divided by the stock price and
then rounded.

Performance Based Shares
Grant Date:
Performance Cycle period:

February 19, 2019
January 1, 2019 through December 31, 2021

At the end of the performance cycle, payouts, if any, will be realized if the goals are achieved as indicated below.

Goal

Total Shareholder Return1

Cumulative Net Income (3 year cumulative)
1

Threshold Achievement
(33% payout)

Target Achievement
(100% payout)

Maximum Achievement
(200% payout)

25th percentile of TSR peer
group based on position

Linear interpolation between
Threshold and Maximum
achievement based on
position

2nd position or higher

Threshold Achievement
(50% payout)

Target Achievement
(100% payout)

Maximum Achievement
(150% payout)

Exceptional Achievement
(200% payout)

$1,863 million

$2,028 million

$2,153 million

$2,233 million

CNP's Total Shareholder Return relative to the defined peer group.

Stock Awards2
Grant Date:

February 19, 2019

Vesting Date:

February 19, 2022

2

The stock award fully vests as long as the grant recipient is employed by the company on the vesting date; or if a Director or Officer meets the requirements of Enhanced Retirement

Notes:
Enhanced retirement provision for continued vesting is available on grants to Officers and Directors subject to below requirements:
Retirement on or after age 55 with 5 years of service and all of the following criteria are met:
•Age plus years of service equals 65 or greater
•Retires on or after January 1 immediately following the award date
•6 months notice of retirement
•Provide a transition plan and approved by leadership
Enhanced retirement provision of continued vesting is not available on grants to participants below the Director level
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LTI PLAN GRANTS IN FEBRUARY 2020
CENTERPOINT ENERGY, INC.

The grants awarded in 2020 were based on CNP's common stock price of $26.43 per share, which was the closing market price on CNP's common stock on the New York Stock Exchange on February 19, 2020, the
employee's base salary as of April 1, 2020 and each individual's LTI target percentage. Each employee's award was based on their LTI target percentage multiplied by their base salary, divided by the stock price and
then rounded.

Performance Based Shares
Grant Date:
Performance Cycle period:

February 19, 2020
January 1, 2020 through December 31, 2022

At the end of the performance cycle, payouts, if any, will be realized if the goals are achieved as indicated below.

Goal

Total Shareholder Return1

Cumulative Net Income (3 year cumulative)
1

Threshold Achievement
(33% payout)

Target Achievement
(100% payout)

Maximum Achievement
(200% payout)

25th percentile of TSR peer
group based on position

Linear interpolation between
Threshold and Maximum
achievement based on
position

2nd position or higher

Threshold Achievement
(50% payout)

Target Achievement
(100% payout)

Maximum Achievement
(150% payout)

Exceptional Achievement
(200% payout)

1,662 million

1,807 million

1,897 million

1,952 million

CNP's Total Shareholder Return relative to the defined peer group.

Stock Awards2
Grant Date:

February 19, 2020

Vesting Date:

February 19, 2023

2

The stock award fully vests as long as the grant recipient is employed by the company on the vesting date; or if a Director or Officer meets the requirements of Enhanced Retirement

Notes:
Enhanced retirement provision for continued vesting is available on grants to Officers and Directors subject to below requirements:
Retirement on or after age 55 with 5 years of service and all of the following criteria are met:
•Age plus years of service equals 65 or greater
•Retires on or after January 1 immediately following the award date
•6 months notice of retirement
•Provide a transition plan and approved by leadership
Enhanced retirement provision of continued vesting is not available on grants to participants below the Director level
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